Introduction
This paper focuses on improving the fingerprinting techniques required for an indoor, range-free, Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) localization system. An important application of such a system is for the accurate localization of equipment and persons within a dense hospital environment. Due to the time consuming nature of fingerprinting, which is also considered to be too invasive on the normal operations within an environment, an investigation was conducted into the two components of fingerprinting that can be adjusted in order to alleviate the problem: a reduction in the time spent collecting fingerprint Received Signal Strength (RSS) measurements at each calibration point and a reduction in the density of fingerprinted calibration points throughout the environment.
Localization systems are classified into two main categories, range-based and range-free location estimation. In the range-based approach, the location of interest is estimated through the use of geometrical techniques such as Time of Arrival (TOA) or Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA). All range-based approaches require the determination of the dependence present between any measurements and the distance between the transmitter-receiver. Due to the varying multipath and shadowing effects present in a typical indoor propagation environment, range-based measurements can be shown to be highly variable, resulting in significant challenges for accurate location estimation. In the range-free approach, location estimation algorithms are typically split into two stages: an offline and an online phase. In the offline phase, a radio map is created by sectioning the environment into a dense grid of locations, or Anchor Point (ANP) locations, where sequential RSS calibration measurements, or fingerprints, are recorded from multiple Access Points (APs) to develop a statistical model of the propagation environment at each location. In the online phase, an estimated location is determined from the evaluation, or location-dependence mapping, of multiple online RSS measurements against the radio map.
The proposed localization system is divided into three sections. First, an Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) algorithm [1] was utilized to construct multiple interpolated radio maps from fingerprint RSS measurements acquired at varying sparseness of ANP locations. Second, a radio map annealing algorithm consisting of a discrete state-space Hidden Markov Model (HMM) was implemented that utilized the motion dynamics of an asset throughout the environment to infer its online sequential RSS measurements to the most probable sequence of ANP locations, updating the interpolated radio maps [2] . Finally, a Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) location estimation algorithm, derived from the multivariate Joint Kernel Density Estimate (JKDE) of the RSS-location dependency between online and fingerprint RSS measurements [3] , was used to experimentally validate the radio map annealing algorithm.
Site Overview & Measurement Hardware
The localization site consisted of N = 71 ANPs, uniformly spaced by 1m, along 3 adjacent corridors located on the third floor of the University of Calgary's Information and Communication Technology building. A total of d = 6 D-Link DIR-601 APs were placed throughout the environment. RSS measurements were acquired using WiFly R RN-134G 802.11b modules, a product family manufactured by Roving Networks Inc.. A standalone module can be seen in Fig. 1(a) with an attached omnidirectional antenna and Fig. 1 (b) displays a Reference Point (RP). To reflect a real-life localization scenario, a module affixed to a mock infusion pump was used to collect online RSS measurements and is shown in Fig.1(c) . To construct a Ground Truth (GT)radio map, 
. . , r L i (τ ) contains the RSS measurements from each of the L APs at time τ at each spatial point x i . The GT radio map, consisting of n = 200 RSS measurements at each of the N = 71 ANPs, was constructed using a TCP/IP controlled turntable system, shown in Fig.1(d) , with two modules affixed to opposing ends allowing for an increased rate of data collection.
Localization, Radio Map Interpolation, & Annealing Algorithms
The MMSE location estimation is formulated asx = arg min
T (x −x) where the expected value is the condition mean of x given the RSS measurements such that
Nonparametric techniques must be adopted for the density estimation of f (x|r t ) from the underlying structure of the fingerprint RSS measurements at each ANP, using the joint density f (r t , x), without any prior assumptions. Using Bayes theorem, a product kernel density estimate can be invoked to estimate f (r t , x). Assuming a Gaussian kernel and using the multivariate JKDE derivation outlined in [3] , a location estimate can be given aŝ
To reduce the number of calibration locations, 200 fingerprint RSS measurements were interpolated to each skipped ANP of the GT radio map via IDW [1] . In place of the GT radio map, RPs were placed along the length of each hallway wall and 200 fingerprint RSS measurements were interpolated to each ANP. IDW weights the RSS measurements from the RPs, the known scattered locations, for each AP by the inverse of its difference in Euclidean distance to each skipped ANP. To find a interpolated RSS value, µ ap{RSS},l , at a skipped ANP, x ap , based on the RSS samples µ (x rp i ) {RSS},l for i = 1, . . . , N is given as
where l = 1, . . . , d is the number of selected APs and α i (
To anneal the interpolated radio maps, a first order Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is used to represent the motion of an asset at each ANP, or state in the set of all states S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . s N }, at each t. The HMM model parameters are:
is the stochastic transition matrix with motion constraints triangularly distributed , 2) π = {π i } = {p (q 1 = s i )} 1 ≤ i ≤ N is the initial state probabilities at t = 1 which are set uniformly, and 3) λ = {λ i (r t )} = {p (r t |q t = s i )} = {p (r t |x i )} = {ω i (r t )} = (N (r t ;r i , σ r ))/( N i=1 N (r t ;r i , σ r )) 1 ≤ i ≤ N is the emission probabilities calculated from the JDKE to map the RSS-dependency against the fingerprint RSS measurements corresponding to each interpolated ANP. Given a sequences of dynamic RSS measurements, R = [r 1 , r 2 , . . . r T ], emitted from an unknown trace of states, Q = [q 1 , q 2 , . . . q T ], a Generalized Expectation-Maximization (GEM) approach known as forwardbackward, or Baum-Welch parameter estimation, is used to iteratively train the initial HMM parameters (θ = A 1 , π 1 , λ 1 ) to best explain the likelihood P (R|θ) to some local optimum θ * . Using the GEM formulation of [2] , the HMM parameters are iteratively calculated and maximized at each iteration k through an auxiliary function
If we choose
Finally, a Viterbi algorithm is used to find and label the most probable sequence of states that could have produced R, and is defined as the maximization of P (Q|R, θ * ). Each newly labeled sequence R is merged into the inaccurate interpolated radio map.
Experimental Validation & Conclusion
The mock infusion pump setup was used to collect approximately 35 online RSS measurements at 101 randomly selected static locations(random orientations) with 100 dynamic traces collected during travel that were used to anneal the interpolated radio maps. Each trace varied in length from 2 − 60 meters at 2 − 3 meters/s. The figure of merit is the Average Distance Error (ADE), defined as the average of l 2 norms between the estimated and true static online locations. 5 APs were selected based on the sorted highest count of online RSS measurements. The results shown in Fig. 2 are the percentage decrease in ADE after annealing both the interpolated turntable and RP radio maps with a maximum system sparseness of 4 meters. The transition matrix distance constraint was varied from m = 1 → 5 meters and the initial number of fingerprint RSS measurements was varied from n = 10 → 200. In Fig.2(a) , the annealing improved the ADE from Fig.2(b) , the annealing improved the ADE from 3.40 → 2.94 meters, or 13.5%, for n=10 and m=3. Overall, annealing the interpolated RP radio map provided the largest improvement in ADE over the largest range of n. This is due to the stationarity of the fingerprint RSS measurements collected from the RPs, thus interpolating highly inaccurate radio maps. However, the performance of the annealing algorithm in labeling the most probable sequence of states is maintained, thus improving the inaccurate radio maps over time.
In conclusion, a technique has been presented to reduce the time consuming and intrusive nature of fingerprinting a WLAN environment. The performance of the annealing algorithm on highly inaccurate radio maps was maintained with relatively high accuracy in location estimation.
